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Non-Fiction – Travel

With a touch of Bill Bryson’s humour, this wacky, fun book takes readers on a fascinating
journey to parts of the world that few people visit. The Ten-Letter Countries is a story of a unique
blend of countries visited by David based solely on their spelling.... 

David Jenkins is The Alphabet Traveller. Having previously made an 85,000 mile journey to visit
all countries in the world whose names are made up of four letters, David is now off to explore
12 countries which all have ten letters to their name. 

He heads to Bangladesh in search of the elusive Bengal tiger but disaster strikes quickly and
worse is to follow. After a bungled attempt to break into a Luxembourg jail, he sets off to cross
the Stans of Central Asia by horse, jeep and bicycle only to stumble upon the world’s most
notorious heroin trail. Assaulted by customs officials and hi-jacked at gunpoint, he manages to
escape across the mountains and make it safely over the Steppes in a Lada full of vodka. To a
land of oil, pelicans and naked men beating themselves with branches.

He follows the Silk Road and the spread of Islam to the deserts of Mauritania and makes the
rail journey of a lifetime through the mountains of tiny Montenegro. In the sparkling Indian
Ocean he uncovers the sinister side of the seductive Seychelles, finds himself at the helm of an
aircraft over the islands of Mozambique and takes a razor attack in his stride to enjoy the wacky
wildlife of magical Madagascar…

David’s first book, The Four-Letter Countries, was widely
featured in the national media.

By the same author: The Four-Letter Countries (9781905449996, £8.99)

10th April 2012 
9781780880754
£10.00

Paperback

THE 
TEN-LETTER
COUNTRIES

DAVID JENKINS
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Non-Fiction – Travel
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Destined to appeal to anyone with a passion for bikes, travel and
adventure, In Search of Greener Grass is a fascinating account of the
author’s adventurous travels by motorbike and his life as a whole. 

Written with a refreshing self disparaging, dry and cynical wit, this is
part handbook – Graham’s journey is covered from the pitfalls of

pedantic preparation to the dilemma of disposing of a bike with
which Graham formed a deep bond on the way to journey’s end –
and part life story, full of anecdotes and life enhancing realisations

collected over a quarter century of travel on and off the road. 

Nicholas Sumner, a photographer whose work has been published in
29 books, has written a travel book with a photographic slant that

recounts a seven-year journey across Asia. He developed his
technique while working as a fashion photographer’s assistant, but

later found that his knowledge of the subject was more of a
hindrance than a help. 

He had to re-learn everything – not just his photographic method,
but also the approach to the people that he found himself among –
and it is this inner journey that intertwines with the outer journey,

the main narrative theme of Available Light. The book is not about
photographic process, but photographic outlook. It is also a

travelogue, driven by experience gained both as a traveller and as a
photographer. 

IN SEARCH OF
GREENER GRASS

Graham Field

Published: 1st May 2012
ISBN: 9781780880884

Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

Published: 1st July 2012
ISBN: 9781780881577

Price: £9.95
Binding: Paperback

AVAILABLE LIGHT

Nicholas Sumner

+ebook

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

LIFE BEHIND 
THE SILENCE

Gina Azizah

Published: 1st May 2012
ISBN: 9781780881317

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

“When I was 5 years old my father inserted mashed chillies into my
genitals and burned my eyes with a flaming torch.”

Life Behind the Silence is a heartbreaking and inspiring autobiography
which gives hope to children and women who have been abused.
Gina Azizah’s childhood was not filled with toys, presents and love, it
was filled with physical, sexual and mental abuse from a monsterous
father and a dysfunctional family. Her childhood was punctated by
episodes of abuse from the people who should have been caring for
her – even her grandfather, a Muslim priest, tried to rape her. 

Gina’s story proves that if you believe in yourself and are strong,
anything is possible.

Published: 1st May 2012
ISBN: 9781780881379

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

ON A WING 
AND A PRAYER

FLIGHT TO REDEMPTION

Peter Wing

Peter Wing’s story encompasses a varied and interesting life and
touches upon his experiences at an English boarding school where
he discovers first love, sadism and bullying, young adulthood in
Apartheid South Africa; and becoming involved in a terrorist
bombing with an anti-Apartheid activist. He worked in Mozambique
during the “Freedom from Portugal” struggle and had a career as
cabin crew with BOAC and South African Airways. It also looks at
love; Peter accepting his sexuality, personal relationships and his love
affair with a major Olympic male athlete. It is a history of a very
interesting, glamorous but dysfunctional life which is ultimately
redeemed by a new faith and self fulfilment. 

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir
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“Settling down on the bed, I stroked the plump, still body, watching my
mother’s face just to make sure she was still breathing. As a six year old

that was all I wanted, not toys or chocolates or comforts, just to know
my mother was still alive was enough.”

Jane Hersey’s biography is told through the thoughts and voice of a
traumatized, isolated child, enduring the stresses and strains of day-

to-day life under difficult circumstances in 1960s Manchester. As a
six year old child with sole care of a mother suffering with clinical
depression, diabetes and eating disorders, Jane is ostracised by the
Jewish community and the commaunity at large. Breath in the Dark

is the heart-rending story of a girl socially isolated, neglected,
physically, emotionally and sexually abused and living in poverty.

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881652

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

BREATH IN THE DARK
A CHILDHOOD LOST

Jane Hersey

The loss of his singing voice as a result of shell-shock in the First
World War catapulted Alfred Wolfsohn into a lifelong exploration

of the human voice. 

He became a pioneering voice teacher, working in Germany in the
1930s and in London from 1947 to 1962. Wolfsohn saw the voice

as the most revealing part of the human psyche and, in 
developing his philosophy, he embraced art, creativity, dream, 

self-understanding and our concepts of a saviour and God. His
unique ideas, in many ways ahead of their time, are fully explored in

this book, with extensive use of original material from 
Wolfsohn’s own writing. 

Published: 30th April 2012
ISBN: 9781848767881

Price: £16.99
Binding: Hardback

THE MYSTERY BEHIND 
THE VOICE

A BIOGRAPHY OF ALFRED WOLFSOHN

Sheila Braggins+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Business

BUSINESS TO GO
SIMPLE IDEAS TO TAKE AWAY

Andrew B. Morris

Published: 1st August 2012
ISBN: 9781780882291

Price: £17.50
Binding: Hardback

Business To Go – Simple Ideas To Takeaway is designed for today’s
time-poor, overloaded entrepreneurs who will find this pragmatic,
no-nonsense book an invaluable, quick reference guide to better
business practice.

Building a successful business is about keeping it simple, finding out
what works and minimising unforced errors. This practical guide will
provide a range of original, proven ideas drawn from the author’s 30
years of leadership experience. 

Published: 1st July 2012
ISBN: 9781780881867

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

UP IS WHERE WE GO
FROM HERE
THE ESSENTIAL SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR
THE SMALL AND GROWING BUSINESS

Robert Stell

Up is Where We Go From Here is the essential guide to setting up
your own business. Written in a clear, concise manner it’s full of
practical advice which has been set out in an easy-to-read A-Z
format, taking you on an alphabetical journey through the key issues
in new business start ups, from Accounts to Contracts, from
Marketing to VAT. 

This is not a ‘get rich quick’ manual, it is more of a ‘how to survive’
manual. The attrition rate for small businesses is high, but with this
book you can avoid many of the pitfalls. 
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Non-Fiction – Sport

In Stand Up Sit Down, Peter Caton considers the arguments for and
against the choice to stand to watch football. He visits the 23 English

grounds that still have terraces, seeking the views of clubs and
supporters, travels to Yorkshire to watch rugby league and to
Germany to stand on a convertible terrace. With extensively
researched background, the author analyses the disasters and

hooliganism that led to all-seating, and the many changes that have
occurred in the game. He considers various solutions proposed to

allow standing, and highlights obstacles facing those backing the
choice to stand.

By the same author: No Boat Required (781848767010, £12.99)
Essex Coast Walk (9781848761162, £9.99)

RUNNING FOR MONEY

Tom Carruthers

Published: 2nd April 2012
ISBN: 9781780881539

Price: £15.99
Binding: Paperback

STAND UP SIT DOWN

A CHOICE TO WATCH FOOTBALL

Peter Caton

Running For Money is a journey into the fearsome
cauldron of the sprint races, where acts of bribery, physical attacks
and death threats were often used to influence their outcome or

seek revenge. The story follows the career of Tom Carruthers, one
of the top sprinters in the country, and the author’s great

grandfather. A very powerfully built man, over six feet in height, it
was reported by the Sporting Chronicle that he had the prodigious

stride of nine feet. 

When the fast-developing railway infrastructure of the mid-
nineteenth century became established, enterprising sports

promoters transformed sprinting into a highly-organised commercial
enterprise. The races were designed to produce nail-biting finishes

and a vibrant gambling culture, ‘...at Sheffield, the birthplace and
nursery of professional sprinting, hundreds of thousands of pounds
are annually won and lost over handicaps...’ John Walsh, British Rural

Sports, 1870

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881775

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Architecture

SILK HAY
ONE WOMAN’S FIGHT FOR
ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE

Hilary Townsend

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881461

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

This is Hilary Townsend’s account of the painstaking restoration of
Silk Hay, her medieval/Tudor house in Dorset. It recounts the
historical and architectural background of the house and is laced
through with the human story behind the renovation. 

The need to preserve Britain’s architectural heritage is also
discussed as Hilary acknowledges the help she received from the
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings and the grant from
the Thomas Hardy Memorial Fund during the renovation.

Published: 1st May 2012
ISBN: 9781780881201

Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

INIGO’S STONES
INIGO JONES, ROYAL MARBLES 
AND IMPERIAL POWER

Tom Williamson

Why are so many of London’s famous buildings – Buckingham
Palace, the British Museum, the Bank of England – faced with stones
from the Isle of Portland, more than a hundred miles away? Until
now, the reasons that prompted famous architect Inigo Jones to
bring blocks of this creamy limestone all the way by sea from the
Royal Manor of Portland and thereby found the modern Portland
stone industry, had been something of a mystery. 

Geologist Tom Williamson has reconstructed a scenario that solves
the mystery. 

+ebook
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If the financial City of London is her heart and the parks her lungs, then London’s squares are
her soul. The London square is quintessentially English. Residential or commercial, historical or
architecturally ground-breaking, it is one of the capital’s most familiar and loved features. 

Square London investigates the history of the London square, from its oldest – Covent Garden
and Bloomsbury, to its most recent – Canada and Highbury. The focus is on the life of the
square, its occupants past and present, significant events of national importance and the dark
secrets of individual buildings and their tenants. Each square featured in this book has its own
unique story, whether through buildings which still exist or have sadly disappeared, characters
both past and present or events of tremendous public joy or deep shock and horror. What
becomes apparent is the role the London square has played in the history of this great nation.
The squares of London mirror the capital’s highs and lows, from the celebrations in Trafalgar

Square when Britain was awarded the 2012 Olympic games, to
the loss and devastation on July 7th when terrorists killed 52
innocent people – 13 of them in Tavistock Square.

It has been over 100 years since a book about London’s squares
was published. Square London addresses the void of past historical
neglect and links the square to events of national and
international importance.

SQUARE
LONDON

Gary Powell

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881768

Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Historical

FAR FROM HOME

Joy Bounds

Published: 1st May 2012
ISBN: 9781780881737

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Joan of Arc remains one of history’s most puzzling figures. How
could a peasant girl become the head of the French army and have
such success against the English occupiers? Her story ends
tragically – aged 19 she is burnt at the stake after a sham trial. Far
From Home is Joan of Arc’s story told by her mother, Zabillet. This
vivid historical novel, published in the 600th anniversary year of Joan
of Arc’s birth, brings new insight into what it is like to be the
mother of a hero. 

“In this wonderful novel, Bounds takes the story of the

famous French heroine beyond where it normally ends by

writing of Zabillet’s crucial role in restoring her daughter’s

reputation.” Larissa Juliet Taylor, author of The Virgin Warrior:

The Life and Death of  Joan of Arc

Meet the Butlers, an Irish family living in a house with estate
grounds bordering the River Liffey.

This mini family saga describes how the lives of those involved
become closely interwoven with those of their estate and house
staff. It looks at the earlier generations, with their life-changing
experiences in the First World War, and then Milo’s generation, with
dramatic involvement in the Second World War.

“Niki Phillips has an impressive knowledge of her subject...

She paints a vivid picture of life in Ireland at the time” Leigh

Ferrani, writer

Published: 1st March 2012
ISBN: 9781780880808

Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

THE LIFFEY FLOWS 
ON BY

Niki Phillips +ebook
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Fiction – Historical

Set after a violent insurrection in Roman-occupied Judea, The Blood
of Innocents explores the cultural and political tension as thousands
of Jewish pilgrims gather in Jerusalem for the Passover festival that

became Easter.

Benjamin, a merchant’s son from Galilee, is kidnapped by bandits as
he travels to Jerusalem. He escapes but only to be arrested by the

Romans as a rebel. His family arrive in Jerusalem to find themselves
enmeshed in the politics of rebellion. The Jews yearn for the

‘anointed one’ to free their ancestral land but the corpses of
crucified rebels hang by the roadside. Can Benjamin’s parents save

their son from the cross?

MARTHA’S GIRLS

Alrene Hughes

Published: 1st July 2012
ISBN: 9781780881928

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Published: 1st April 2012
ISBN: 9781780881225

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

THE BLOOD OF
INNOCENTS

John Bridges

+ebook

+ebook

Belfast 1939: Martha Goulding’s world is shattered by a sudden
death and the outbreak of war. Her daughters are talented singers

who join a troupe of entertainers led by Goldstein, a Polish Jew,
who is determined to raise morale and money for the war effort.

But Martha is torn between allowing her girls to perform and
keeping them safe from men and their own headstrong

personalities.

The rise in the girls’ success as the renamed Golden Sisters is
played out against a backdrop of Belfast life – from elegant Royal
Avenue, into the mills, aircraft factory, concert and dance halls to

the heart of the Stormont government. Apathy and lack of
resources have left the city unprepared and vulnerable, its people

unaware of the horror about to befall them, and Martha’s family will
need all their strength and courage to survive.
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Fiction – War

KICKING THE
HORNETS’ NEST

Gerry Wells

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881560

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Kicking the Hornets’ Nest is the factional account of an English tank
crew dealing with battle conditions in WW2. Written by a veteran
who served in a Sherman Tank, it deals with this specific aspect of
hostilities. Using his personal experience as a crew member during
the Overlord battles of 1944/5, Gerry Wells takes us into the
terrifying and exhilarating world of tank battles – and the
relationships and camaraderie of the crews themselves.

Commander Matt carries a heavy responsibility as the eyes of the
crew from his place in the turret. But when crew member Obie
Walker searches for enemy positions missed by the reconnaissance
units on foot, he must swap the bulk of the tank for stealth, and his
knife and garrotte become his weapons....

Rural England, the 1930s. Jacob grows up dreaming of being a pilot.
Rose grows up dreaming of being with Jacob. But by 1940, the
country is on its knees and annihilation looms. The war – and RAF
Bomber Command – steals Jacob away, and he is thrown together
with his crew in a bitter struggle. They expect to survive for six
weeks, but somehow they survive six months. Sixty percent of them
are dead, but they start a second tour – the war must be finished
and they must do their bit. Meanwhile, Rose waits to see what is
left of him for her to spend a life with when it’s all over. Can Jacob
and his crew survive? And how will the nation remember them – as
heroes or war criminals or something in between?

Published: 1st July 2012
ISBN: 9781780881935

Price: £14.99
Binding: Hardback

LOST IN THE FLAMES
A NOVEL ABOUT RAF BOMBER
COMMAND 1939-45

Christopher Jory
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Fiction – War

That Quiet Earth combines a heartbreaking love story with a stunningly accurate portrait of life
as a pilot during the Great War.

George Bridge has a secret that he doesn’t want to carry to his grave; a wrong he did a
lifetime ago that he must confess. A newspaper story about the sale of the Victoria Cross won
by his friend Billy Love in 1918 sends him back to the time when he lived life at a pitch he
never again experienced; the time when he flew in France with the RAF. 

That Quiet Earth gives a stunning portrait of the life led by pilots of single-seater scout aircraft
on the Western Front and of the physical and psychological stresses they suffered. Daily,
George and Billy climb into their wood and canvas biplanes and without oxygen fly up to two
thirds the height of Everest. There are no parachutes and therefore no escape from a burning
or crippled aeroplane and death might appear around any cloud or announce its presence with
bullets from an unseen enemy. Back on earth, their next flight into danger is always
threatening. 

George (grammar school) and Billy (Eton) have entirely different backgrounds but both are
scout pilots and absurdly young for the job they are doing. Back home, their families wait for
them and Jessica waits for Billy. Then Billy flies into history to become a hero and everything
changes...

That Quiet Earth is about fear, betrayal and guilt, but
above all it is a love story.

THAT 
QUIET 
EARTH

Bruce Fellows

Published: 1st May 2012
ISBN: 9781780881324

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – General

The Olympic Village temporarily unites the best lycra, best ovaries, best testes, best muscle
fibres and twitch fibres, best friends and common enemies. Briefly, antagonists become lovers.
Iranians share the village bus with Israelis; Chinese gymnasts eat alongside their rivals from
Taiwan; German and British athletes jog through the village together; Kenyans and Ethiopians
waggle their medals in unison. Once their competitions are over, all throw off their national
tracksuits, their bras and their briefs, and mate. But does the fleeting nature of their physical
association have a larger, more durable, and even sinister legacy?

Herman searches the village for the right sporting heroes to conceive and raise a child. Unable
to consummate his own relationships, and having witnessed death in the Munich Olympic Village
four decades earlier, he wishes to facilitate life and love between different peoples, nations, and
ethnicities. He intends to encourage the best athletes from America to mate with the best
athletes from Africa, the best runners from Britain with the best gymnasts from China. 

The consequences are humorous, poignant, but also potentially terrifying – even racist.
Herman encounters Lily Wei Lee, a gymnast from Chinese Taipei. Herman believes she could
be an ideal mother, and searches for an appropriate athletic hero to be her partner. He
encourages her flirtation with Moses, a long distance runner from East Africa’s Great Rift
Valley. Yet Lily develops a closer relationship with Roger Benjamin, a British sprinter. Roger

believes his ability to channel his sexual powers and
frustrations will enhance his likelihood of sporting
success. Herman encourages a rivalry between Roger
and Moses, with humorous but also shocking
consequences...

1st July 2012
9781780882161
£6.99

Paperback

THE FASTEST
LOSER
IN THE OLYMPIC VILLAGE THE
GAMES BEGIN AT NIGHT...

Gideon A. Mailer
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Fiction – General

Disaffected with city life, Jack Manning settles with his wife Kate on
Barton Hill in Shropshire. He is cold-shouldered by a suspicious,

rural community where news of his occupation (taxman) has
preceded him, and where everyone is chasing a little bit on the side.

Only the eccentric vicar and the Gillans offer a welcome, and with
their help, the Mannings win acceptance.

Jack is faced with the ultimate personal temptation when the local
politician offers him a bribe to destroy evidence of his serious

criminal tax fraud. The offer is tempting and substantial. Should he
take the money and run, or is the whole operation too risky?

By the same author: The Artful Tax Dodgers (9781848764378, £17.99)

DEAR GOD

Josephine Falla

Published: 1st May 2012
ISBN: 9781780881362

Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881591

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

A LITTLE BIT 
ON THE SIDE

John W. O’Sullivan

+ebook

+ebook

What would happen if you decided to email God... 
and God emailed back? 

William Penfold is an angry wreck of a man, drinking too much and
depressed at the way his life has turned out. He is one of life’s

eccentrics who is aware that his life was once very different but he
refuses to try to remember the past. He decides to email God to

protest about all this – only to get an enigmatic reply! 

As they exchange emails, William’s life changes for the better, in a
most surprising way, and he finds himself becoming

someone with social standing and friends in the
community.

A case of from Zero to Hero!Audio online
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Fiction – General

THE BEND IN THE SKY

D. S. Morgan

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881614 (PB)

9781780881621 (HB)
Price: £7.99 (PB) £9.99 (HB)

The Bend in the Sky draws us into the life of a young guy and his
drop-dead gorgeous girlfriend as they struggle to save planet Earth. 

Their fates become caught up in a swirl of beings from other
universes and Levels of Existence, a cavalcade of characters
including: a sparky hoo-ray, generated in a wiring mix-up at an
Upper-Level rock concert; a hugely-indebted immortal due for a
pay-up visit from an inter-cosmic loan shark; a far-travelled Upper-
Level personal counsellor; a universe-annihilating tyrant with a
dysfunctional zoo for a mind; a fashion-crazed smart-alec with a
passion for race-driving bio-mechanical beasts; a straight-talking
Inter-Level clairvoyant; and a man who lives in scrambled space. 

Will the young couple succeed in saving Earth and other parts of
the cosmos from destruction? We must wait to the end to find out. 

Head teacher and ordinary 39-year-old Dan Adams discovers that
he is the modern-day Master of Destiny. His best friend Harry
Bakhoum is leading an archeological dig in North Western Syria,
near the holy site of Ain Dara. Ancient documents and artefacts are
discovered which will answer key questions about life and death.

However, as the ancient secrets start to come to life again, a group
of some of the most powerful and influential minds are working to
take control and destroy Dan. He has to battle not only for his very
existence but also for the future of the human race. Who will win
the final battle? What is the destiny of mankind? Will the human
race harness the gift of freewill for the good of the collective? All
these questions are answered in this life-changing, mystical thriller.

Published: 9th May 2012
ISBN: 9781848766723

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

THE LEGACY 
OF WISDOM

J. W. Nottage +ebook
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Fiction – General
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We follow five friends on a series of pub crawls round their home
town.  Alasdair is an ambulance driver who spends his spare time
writing screenplays. Tarquin, a recently divorced accountant, is the

intellectual of the group and is always happy to share his opinions.
Joss, a manager in a logistics company, works long and hard during

the week and relishes his drinking time. Blake, an overweight TV
addict, puts up with a lot of ribbing but he has his comical moments.

Before embarking on every Saturday night crawl, they meet at
narrator Malcolm’s house and watch their favourite programme.

Malcolm records the discussions of these evenings whilst charting
his failing relationship with his wife, Pauline. Seeing a kindred spirit
in barmaid Connie from one of their haunts, Malcolm complicates

his life by falling for her, causing further problems with Pauline, and
tensions within the group that are tearing the friends apart.

CRAWLING ROUND
SOUTH OAKWOOD

Stephen Slaughter

Published: 1st April 2012
ISBN: 9781780880976

Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

David Bowie is very central to Stepping on the Cracks, a story of
growing up, friendship, life’s uncertainties and, of course, 

David Bowie. 

Johnny Chalmers, obsessed with the beautiful game, talks us through
his teens as he sheds his childhood and becomes a man. Along the
way we are taken on a atmospheric journey through the 1970s –

from inner city sprawls to the winter of discontent, punks,
skinheads... and David Bowie. 

Stepping on the Cracks starts at the famous last Ziggy concert in
1973, and the final scenes of this evocative story are played out on a

back street in London’s West End.

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881553

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

STEPPING ON THE
CRACKS

Christopher L. Carter
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Fiction – General

HOW THE DICE FELL

John Roberts

Published: 2nd July 2012
ISBN: 9781780880914

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

A powerful story about terrorism, love and revenge set within the
tensions of a multi-racial Britain. 

Chance brings three people together in a London Underground
train on 7 July 2005: Amjad the suicide bomber, Lee a disgraced ex-
British soldier who served in Iraq, and Mike a visitor to London for
the day. Their lives, and that of Mike’s lover Sue, are changed for
ever. 

What leads someone to become a suicide bomber? How easily can
someone be tempted into an act of revenge? How does an ordinary
man deal with catastrophe? Can love endure such a challenge? How
the Dice Fell shows how different kinds of love can be manipulated,
misguided and tested. 

A Perfect Likeness is a crime novel centered around the local marina
and a seemingly innocent, family-run pleasure boat business. 

Jackie Salter is convinced that her brother-in-law Michael Campbell
did not murder her sister but the police have different ideas. She
hires alcoholic private investigator Trish Lister to gain Michael’s
release from prison. Trish performs a miracle and obtains evidence
to free Michael, but when D. I. Denton pressures her into being his
‘eyes’ at the marina, she does not appreciate the risks that are
approaching. When a second woman is murdered, Denton is unable
to see the effect it is having on his own family and it is left to his
wife to restore his confidence. It is not until Trish meets Sylvia Page
that she begins to grasp the danger she is in, but is it too late..?

Published: 1st April 2012
ISBN: 9781780881188

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

A PERFECT LIKENESS

Roger Gumbrell

+ebook

+ebook
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Fiction – General
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Imagine what would happen if your inner voices could materialise
and interact with the world around you, changing shape and acting

on their own will when you need to be most focused. Imagine if
every resulting antic, argument and mishap was imprinting on your

memory powerful visual associations ready to be recalled as you
walk into your driving theory test, equipped to pass first time.

Imagine no more.

Red, Green, and Amber are three specialist drivers prepared to do
whatever it takes to become the driver for The Big Boss’s next job.

They must compete against each other in a gruelling two day round-
the-country road race until three become one.

Bloody Flies is a sequence of episodes that offer glimpses
of expat life in the opening decade of the 21st century, and the

shifting morals that occur when Middle East meets West. After the
death of Leo’s father, Leo and Diana Hunter move, with their

children Laura, Ian and Charlie, to materialistic Abu Dhabi in search
of the best future that money can buy.

Despite their commitment to this neat world, their hopes soon
begin to crumble when their son, Charlie, is killed in a car accident

on the street. The book chronicles the Hunters’ struggle to deal
with the death, the subsequent disintegration of their marriage and
their attempt to regain control of their lives, whilst living under the

shadow of corruption, slavery and greed.

THE DEMON ROAD

Richard Gray

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881683

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881492

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

BLOODY FLIES

Andrew J Keir+ebook
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ICON’S REQUEST

Gareth Wiles

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881799

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Icon’s Request is the gripping follow up to I Am Dead by thriller sci-fi
novelist Gareth Wiles, in which Peter Smith created a world ravaged
by madness.

The mysterious Reaping Icon is collecting psychopaths for his games
and requests the pleasure of Peter. In his life since I Am Dead, Peter
is a murderer, driven insane by the book he wrote. However, when
Reaping Icon casts him into another reality, it ironically gives Peter a
fresh chance to start anew. But how many people must suffer
around him as the world rejects this path, and how many times can
he dodge death as everyone is out for blood? 

By the same author: I Am Dead (9781848766242, £7.99)

When a New York dealer in gemstones discovers a number of top
quality synthetic diamonds in a batch he has bought, industry
watchdog, the Federation of International Diamond Traders calls in
Belizean, Carter Jefferson to trace their origin. Carter, a synthetic
diamond specialist who recently quit working for the FIDT to
concentrate on writing, is reluctant to take the case until he finds a
reference in the file which takes him back 25 years to the time he
was a geology student at Oxford University. Old relationships are
revived and family secrets emerge as an attractive English girl and a
passionate young Frenchman are sucked into the web of deceit and
death surrounding the illicit gems.

“cleverly written, will grip you from the very beginning and

will keep you on the edge of  your seat until the very end”

Blogcritics

Published: 1st March 2012
ISBN: 9781780881973

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

ROUGH CUT

Owen Carey Jones
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It’s her 70th birthday and as Miss Daisy settles into her new home,
she looks forward to writing her memoirs. But Her Ladyship has

some very different plans in mind...  Madam’s demands become
more bizarre, until a trip round Spain exhausts them both. Then,

when the garage door closes, Miss Daisy recalls her early years and
the people who have touched her life. Surely now that she’s living
with her Ladyship, she’ll eventually settle down? It seems though,

that it is not to be...

A work of humorous fiction ‘written’ by a 1934 Austin 7 motor car
struggling to live with a new owner.

“A splendid autobiographical account...

Recommended.” Austin Magazine

After the death of her grandmother, Jeanne Le Page returns to
Guernsey. She fled 15 years previously, traumatised by an accident

that killed her family. Jeanne has inherited her cottage and she plans
to sell it before returning to the UK. She has experienced

nightmares for years and the return to Guernsey triggers frightening
flashbacks and Jeanne undergoes hypnosis to recover her memory,

reliving the tragedy as the ghosts continue to haunt her. But
someone on the island does not want her to remember, and she

faces danger from an unexpected source...

“The island of Guernsey is so vividly evoked, one feels as if

one is walking its byways. An atmospheric and tantalising

read.” Elizabeth Bailey, Author, The Gilded Shroud

MISS DAISY’S DIARIES

Pamela Hunt

Published: 1st July 2012
ISBN: 9781780882079

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Published: 1st August 2012
ISBN: 9781780882307

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

DANGEROUS WATERS

Anne Allen+ebook

Audio online
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THE KINGDOM 
OF DREAMS

John Whitehead

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881508

Price: £5.99
Binding: Paperback

Two children, living on the edge of a pine forest a hundred miles
from town, are the very best of friends – and the only children
around – and play together every day. That is, until Paul falls sick and
the two children are limited to daily meetings at his bedside. 

One night, Paul is drawn to his bedroom window, where he hears a
voice calling to him from the darkness below and follows it. A
surreal world takes over and the reader is taken deep into the
impenetrable pine-forest with Paul and a guide he imagines to be an
angel. Suddenly, an echo from reality – the world he is leaving behind
– calls to him, when he realises that he has not said goodbye to
Tess. But the world he is entering is just as time-dependent as the
real one he is leaving, and there can be no going back... 

It’s around 15,000–12,000 BC, the Late Stone Age, and an orphan
boy is surviving on the fringes of a hunters’ camp. A passion to find
mammoths has been ignited in him by Old Mother, the ancient
crone who guards the camp fire and cares for him. 

In his travels to find the mammoths, he is adopted by a mysterious
hunchback, Agaratz, who lives alone in a cave and is perhaps the last
of a vanished people. Urrell learns survival and instinct as a stone-
age hunter as well as gaining insight into the meaning of animal cave
paintings.

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881744

Price: £7.49
Binding: Paperback

MAMMOTH BOY

A LAD’S EPIC JOURNEY TO FIND
MAMMOTHS IN THE ICE AGE

John Hart

Children’s Fiction
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Children’s Fiction

Crystal Cove, 2012: Tilly Puzzle is flabbergasted when the
mysterious revelation of a wondrous treasure propels her into an

epic adventure, to fulfil her highest destiny in a final battle against the
darkest traitor of all that is of love. 

Crystal Cove, 2031: The rebels are drawing up war plans, civil
unrest at breaking point as degrading sweeps begin to mass-test
humans for the terrifying disease caused by the government-bio-

engineered King cattle breed. 

A tale for all who dare to grasp their dearest dreams, to believe that
love can conquer the pervading darkness in this, humanity’s ultimate

battle as 21st December, 2012 fast approaches. 

Published: 1st April 2012
ISBN: 9781780881249

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

RAINBOW CITY AND
THE EDGE OF DREAMS

Veronica Caddick+ebook

La Famille Jolineau en Vacances is a bilingual, fun storybook for children
starting to learn French in primary school. Children can steadily

develop their curiosity and confidence with the French language,
which will improve their chance of retaining it. On each page, a
ladybird asks easy questions based on the text as the family go

about their day-to-day activities. 

The book has been written in light of government guidance about
teaching modern languages at primary school level and will offer

children an opportunity to explore all aspects of learning French in a
fun way.

Published: 1 March 2012
ISBN: 9781780880600

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

LA FAMILLE JOLINEAU
EN VACANCES

THE JOLINEAU FAMILY ON HOLIDAY

Elisabeth Ruiz
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Two years have passed since the first of the three Runes of the Deathless was won. Caz
Wylde is approaching his sixteenth birthday. He and Kyri, one of the legendary Galdramerar,
are inseparable. They have the second of the great runes in their sights. Sir Jonas Pring, Master
of the Guardians of the Runes of the Deathless and privy to the innermost knowledge of his
grandfather, Sir Saxon’s rune-lore, has his own agenda.

The Guardians are divided in Council. The Master’s leadership is in question. Bloodbound to
win the last and greatest of the runes by whatever means possible, they have no choice but to
prepare Caz as a candidate for initiation into the mysteries of their brotherhood. Will he
accept their authority and take the Oath of Allegiance? Can he be persuaded to share the
secrets of the fateful ride on the winter solstice night that has changed his life forever?

But the God who rules them will not surrender the power of the runes so easily. The Valkyrs
are summoned. The Shape-Changer is loosened from his bonds. Will the Guardians hold fast to
their oath in the face of the supreme test of their loyalty? Will Caz stay true to his warrior
vows? The death of his grandfather, Franklin Wylde, takes on a new and
disturbing significance. Traitors are branded…

By the same author: First Night: The Gift and the Sacrifice (9781848766921, £7.99)

1st August 2012
9781780881713
£8.99

Paperback

SECOND
NIGHT

THE SPEAR

Gabriel J. Klein

Children’s Fiction
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Children’s Fiction

To Keely’s friends, her life seems to be perfect. Regan has moved
into Bluebell Cottage and their love for each other is evident to

everyone. But the couple are trying to hide a secret that could
cause uproar in the world of humans. A war is coming – one that
Regan is trying desperately to keep separate from Keely’s world. 

When Mab attacks Regan’s people, they find themselves
outnumbered. The Sidhe villages across Ireland unite but it is not

enough; Mab’s army is too great. In an effort to keep Keely safe, she
is sent to a secret location.  Will Keely find the help to lead Regan’s

people to victory – or will she find quite the opposite? 

When Josh’s mum goes into hospital and he is forced to
live with one of his uncles, he is propelled into a world that will

change his life forever... 

As Josh explores his uncle Nathan’s house, he discovers the Bergen
Prophecy, a thousand-year-old legend that predicts the return of the

brutal Viking, Harald Greycloak. The warrior’s mission is to destroy
Whitby in revenge for the death of his father, Eric Bloodaxe, the

former king of Jorvik. When Josh uncovers a secret hidden in the
walls of the house, the truth about his fate and the house is evident.

He has been chosen to protect Whitby against Greycloak – but what
will he do when he comes face to face with his destiny? 

THISTLE LODGE

The Legendary Sidhe Saga

Heather M. J. L. Watson

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881812

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Published: 1st July 2012
ISBN: 9781780881911

Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

CHOSEN

Neil Harrison

+ebook

+ebook
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Young Adult Fiction

FIFTEEN GOING ON
GROWN UP

Stephanie M. Turner

Published: 1st June 2012
ISBN: 9781780881676

Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

Hally faces all the ups and downs of teen life with her two best
friends, Clia and Corrinne, dealing with her own emotions as first
kisses evolve into real teenage sexual feelings. 

At the beginning of the summer holidays, Hally meets a boy called
Wes, with whom she nervously embarks on her first relationship,
despite him being three and a half years older than her. They’ve been
going out for a year when Hally finds out a devastating secret, and
other traumatic, painful and sad experiences further test Hally’s
emotional maturity and strength....

Anna Jones is an intelligent and spirited girl of 15 whose
experiences of growing up are overshadowed by Goldenhar
syndrome. While Anna approaches her life with humour and
determination, she is haunted by the inescapable fact that she looks
different from other girls. Despite the support of her friends and
family, she remains convinced she will never be loved – especially
not by the gorgeous and intelligent Michael. 

Anna’s life is regularly interrupted by hospital visits, each making her
feel even more different. As she counts down the days to the major
surgery that will change her life forever, Anna becomes increasingly
doubtful as to whether she will ever be truly normal. 

Published: 1st July 2012
ISBN: 9781780881980

Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

WORLD ENOUGH 
AND TIME

Emma C. Williams

+ebook

+ebook
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Troubador Publishing Ltd
9 Priory Business Park, 

Wistow Road, Kibworth 
Leicester LE8 0RX
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277

books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk

This is just a selection of our titles. 
For a full listing please see our website.

ORDERS

Trade Orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners, Bertrams or via
Nielsen’s teleordering

Sales Representation: Star Book Sales

Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop: 

www.troubador.co.uk/shop

via phone (0116) 279 2299
or on www.amazon.co.uk,
www.bookdepository.co.uk

or ordered through your local bookshop

Audio online

Video online

KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

Title is also available as an ebook+ebook
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